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ROUND BRITAIN RAILWAY GAME.
Introduction

    A game for two or three
    players.  Each player will
    require a different coloured
    playing piece.  For example,
    you could use different colour-
    ed pieces of Lego.  One six
    sided die is also required.

    The aim of the game is to
    be the first person to travel
    round the coastal railway of
    the United Kingdom.

Rules
   In this game players must complete
   the circuit of the board by travelling
   anti-clockwise around the board.
   Players begin on the blue square.

   Each player roles a die, the player
   with the highest score goes first,
   then the person on their left and so
   on.

   On their turn each player rolls a die,
   then moves their playing piece
   forward the relevant number of
   spaces rolled on the die.

   If you land on a square with a
   capital letter, refer to the instructions
   on the Departure Board, below
   left and follow that instruction.

    The winner is the first player
    to cross the finishing line.
    Note, you must move at least
     one square beyond the start /
       finishing square to win.
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Decision time!  Do you dare to take a
   risk in the form of this short cut to
   save time? But beware, your journey
   could be heavily delayed, if you take
   this route.

    Train spotters trespassing on the railway.
    Miss a turn whilst they are cleared off
    the line and arrested.

  C  C
   Your train is required to be shunted into
   a siding.  Roll the die and move your
   counter back the relevant number of
    squares that you rolled.

  D
    Your train has a clear run. Roll the die.
    If it is an even number move forwards
    two spaces, if it is an odd number, one
    space forward.
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  Engineering work finishes early due to
  brilliant planning by the Planning team.
  Add +1 to your die roll.
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    Your train slows down whilst going up a
    steep incline.  On your next turn if you roll
    a 1, 2 or 3, go forward one square.  If you
    roll a 4,5 or 6 go back one square.
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I have a really good joke about pizza!! What's that then?? Nah its doesn't matter, it's too cheesy. Harrison


